The class of Archimax copulas is generalized to hierarchical Archimax copulas in two ways. First, a hierarchical construction of d-norm generators is introduced to construct hierarchical stable tail dependence functions which induce a hierarchical structure on Archimax copulas. Second, by itself or additionally, hierarchical frailties are introduced to extend Archimax copulas to hierarchical Archimax copulas in a similar way as nested Archimedean copulas extend Archimedean copulas. Possible extensions to nested Archimax copulas are discussed. Additionally, a general formula for the density and its evaluation of Archimax copulas is introduced.
Introduction
The class of Archimax copulas, see Capéraà et al. (2000) and Charpentier et al. (2014) , generalizes Archimedean copulas to incorporate a stable tail dependence function as known from extreme-value copulas. As special cases, Archimax copulas can be Archimedean or extreme-value copulas and thus extend both of these classes of copulas. They provide a link between dependence structures arising in multivariate extremes and Archimedean copulas, which have intuitive and computationally appealing properties. One feature of Archimedean copulas is that they can be nested in the sense that one can (under assumptions detailed later) plug Archimedean copulas into each other and still obtain a proper copula. Such a construction is hierarchical in the sense that certain multivariate margins are exchangeable, yet the copula overall is not; this additional flexibility to allow for (partial) asymmetry over an exchangeable model is typically used to model components belonging to different groups, clusters or business sectors. In this work, we raise the following natural question (see Sections 2 and 3):
How can hierarchical Archimax copulas be constructed?
Since we work with stochastic representations, sampling is also covered. Constructing nested Archimax copulas is largely an open problem which we discuss in Appendix B. Moreover, to fill a gap in the literature, we present a general formula for the density and its evaluation of Archimax copulas; see Appendix A. In what follows, we assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of Archimedean copulas (ACs) and extreme-value copulas (EVCs); see, for example, McNeil and Nešlehová (2009) for the former (from which we also adopt the notation) and Jaworski et al. (2010, Chapter 6 ) for the latter.
2 Hierarchical extreme-value copulas via hierarchical stable tail dependence functions
Connection between d-norms and stable tail dependence functions
A copula C is an extreme-value copula if and only if it is max-stable, that is, if 
C(u)
see, for example, Beirlant et al. (2004, Section 8.2 ) and Jaworski et al. (2010, Chapter 6) . A characterization of stable tail dependence functions (being homogeneous of order 1, being 1 when evaluated at the unit vectors in R d and being fully d-max decreasing) is given in Ressel (2013) and Charpentier et al. (2014) . Sampling from EVCs is usually quite challenging and time-consuming for the most popular models. Examples which are comparably easy to sample are Gumbel and nested Gumbel copulas, the only Archimedean and nested Archimedean EVCs, respectively, where a stochastic representation is available; see Nelsen (2006, Theorem 4.5 
.2).
The Gumbel (or logistic) copula C with parameter α ∈ (0, 1] and stable tail dependence function (x) = (x 1/α 1 where ψ(t) = exp(−t α ) is a Gumbel generator, E 1 , . . . , E d ind.
∼ Exp(1), independently of the frailty V ∼ PS(α) = S(α, 1, cos 1/α (απ/2), 1 {α=1} ; 1); see Nolan (2017, p. 8) for the parameterization of this α-stable distribution.
Nested Gumbel copulas, see Tawn (1990) , can also be sampled based on a stochastic representation corresponding to the nesting structure; see McNeil (2008) . The main idea is to replace the single frailty V by a sequence of dependent frailties (all α-stable for different α), nested in a specific way; see Section 3.
For more complicated EVCs, Schlather (2002) , Dieker and Mikosch (2015) , and Dombry et al. (2016) have proposed approximate or exact simulation schemes based on the following stochastic representation of max-stable processes; see de Haan (1984) , Penrose (1992) and Schlather (2002) .
Theorem 2.1 (Spectral representation of max-stable processes)
Let {W i (s)} ∞ i=1 be independent copies of the random process W (s), s ∈ S ⊆ R q , such that W (s) ≥ 0 and E(W (s)) = 1, s ∈ S. Furthermore, let {P i } ∞ i=1 be points of a Poisson point process on [0, ∞) with intensity x −2 dx. Then
is a max-stable random process with unit Fréchet margins and 
) has EVC C with stable tail dependence function and unit Fréchet margins exp(−1/x j ), j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
For completeness, Algorithm 2.2 below describes the traditional approach for simulating max-stable processes constructed using (3). This algorithm goes back to Schlather (2002) and provides approximate simulations by truncating the supremum to a finite number of processes in (3). When the random process W (s) is bounded almost surely, a stopping criterion may be designed to optimally select the number of Poisson points N to perform exact simulation. For more general exact sampling schemes, we refer to Dieker and Mikosch (2015) and Dombry et al. (2016) .
Algorithm 2.2 (Approximate sampling of max-stable processes based on
of the process W (s) at a finite set of locations s ∈ {s 1 , . . . , s d }.
3) For each location s ∈ {s 1 , . . . , . . , W d ), this representation also provides a characterization of, and sampling algorithms for, (finitedimensional) EVCs; from here on we will adopt this "vector case" for W and accordingly for Z.
We now turn to the link between max-stable random vectors (Z 1 , . . . , Z d ) and d-norms as recently described in Aulbach et al. (2015) .
where · ∞ denotes the supremum norm and xW is understood componentwise. In this case, W is called generator of · d . One can compare (4) and (5) to identify the correspondence 2) If W is a random permutation of (d, 0, . . . , 0) 
This characterizes independence with the stable dependence function (
, where Γ denotes the gamma function, a straightforward computation shows that
1/α j ) α and thus that the max-stable dependence structure is the Gumbel (logistic) copula with parameter α ∈ (0, 1).
then the stable tail dependence function can be calculated to be
and thus the max-stable dependence structure is the negative logistic copula with parameter θ > 0; see, for example, Dombry et al. (2016) .
, where (ε 1 , . . . , ε d ) ∼ N d (0, P ) with correlation matrix P , a Schlather model results; see Schlather (2002) . (2013) results; for ν = 1, the Schlather model is obtained as a special case. The stable tail dependence function (x) of the extremal t model in dimension d is given by
where t d (ν, µ, Σ)(x) denotes the d-variate Student t distribution function with ν degrees of freedom, location vector µ and dispersion matrix Σ evaluated at x as in McNeil et al. (2015, Example 6.7) , P −j,−j (respectively, P −j,j , P j,−j ) denotes the submatrix obtained by removing the jth row and the jth column (respectively, jth row, jth column) from P and
for a covariance matrix Σ with diagonal entries Σ jj = σ 2 j , j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, and corresponding correlation matrix P (such that Σ ij = σ i σ j P ij , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}), a Brown-Resnick model results; see Kabluchko et al. (2009) . This model can also be obtained as a certain limit of the extremal t model when the degrees of freedom ν → ∞; see Nikoloulopoulos et al. (2009) . The Brown-Resnick model is characterized by the Hüsler-Reiss copula; see Hüsler and Reiss (1989) . Its stable dependence function (x) is available in any dimension d, see Nikoloulopoulos et al. (2009) and Huser and Davison (2013) , and given by
where Φ d (µ, Σ)(x) denotes the d-variate normal distribution function with mean vector µ and covariance matrix Σ evaluated at x, Σ j is the (d − 1) × (d − 1) covariance matrix with entries 
can be used to see that, for all x > 0,
Applying the chain rule for differentiating this expression with respect to y leads to the density
where D j C(u) denotes the partial derivatives of C with respect to the jth argument evaluated at u. By (6) and the substitution z j = y/x j , we thus have that, for all x > 0,
where
This formula resembles (7) and (8). If required, it can be evaluated by Monte Carlo, for example. Note that it only poses a restriction on the marginal distributions (being non-negative and scalable to have mean 1), not the dependence of the components of W .
Hierarchical stable tail dependence functions
Let us now turn to a construction method for HEVCs by exploiting the link between d-norm generators and stable tail dependence functions established in Section 2.1. The idea is to build stable tail dependence functions with a hierarchical structure on the level of the associated d-norm generator. Although our approach is similar in spirit to Lee and Joe (2017) who recently proposed factor extreme-value copula models, the two constructions differ. By analogy with the construction of nested Archimedean copulas (outlined in Section 3) we define hierarchical d-norm generators W = (W 1 , . . . , W d k∈Anc(j) , lying on the tree nodes along the path from the seed W * 0 at the root of the tree to the jth leaf represented by the variable W j itself. In other words, the variable W j may be expressed in terms of its ancestor variables identified by the index set Anc(j), some of which may be shared with other variables W k , k = j, thus inducing dependence between the components of the vector W . To fix ideas, consider the tree represented in Figure 1 . In this case, one has,
Figure 1 Tree representation of a hierarchical d-norm generator with d = 7 for the construction of a HEVC.
To define a valid d-norm generator, we need to assume that this system of variables and the corresponding functions g j are such that E(W j ) = 1 for each j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. However, there is no further restriction on the dependence structure of these latent variables, which yields a very general framework.
The inherent hierarchical structure of the d-norm generator defined in this way carries over to the EVC derived from (4). Such hierarchical d-norm generators yield HEVCs.
We now describe several example models of HEVCs constructed using this general framework. We first consider the well known nested Gumbel copula and show that it arises as HEVCs in our framework; see McFadden (1978) , Tawn (1990) and Stephenson (2003) for early references. Nested Gumbel (or logistic) copulas have been applied in a variety of applications, such as Hofert and Scherer (2011) in the realm of pricing collateralized debt obligations or Vettori et al. (2017) where they are used to group various air pollutants into clusters with homogeneous extremal dependence strength.
Example 2.4 (Nested Gumbel copulas with two nesting levels)
For 0 < α 1 , . . . , α S ≤ α 0 ≤ 1, consider independent random variables organized in S groups:
As outlined above, the leaves of the tree correspond to the d-norm
It can be verified that, indeed, W sj ≥ 0 and E(W sj ) = 1 for all s and j. Then, the stable tail dependence function corresponding to the d-norm generator W is given by
α is the stable tail dependence function of a Gumbel copula with parameter α. (6) that
Proof. It directly follows from
By (9) and with Y x = max 1≤s≤S {max 1≤j≤ds {x sj W * αs s W * sj }}, one obtains that
where the last equality holding since
αs α 0 , the substitution z = y − 1 α 0 t, and integration by parts, the stable tail dependence function is thus
which is the stable tail dependence function of a nested Gumbel copula constructed by nesting on the level of the d-norms.
The construction underlying Example 2.4 may easily be generalized to trees with arbitrary nesting levels using the same line of proof. The construction, extending Stephenson (2003) , is outlined in Example 2.5.
Example 2.5 (Nested Gumbel copulas with arbitrary nesting levels)
To construct a nested Gumbel copula with arbitrary nesting levels, we mimic the construction with two nesting levels in Example 2.4. Let p j be the path starting from the root of the tree and leading to the jth leaf representing the d-norm generator component W j . We can write the corresponding node variables along this path as 
are mutually independent within and across paths, and that Root:
where, for each path p j , the parameters of the positive α-stable variables on this path are
By recursively conditioning on the variables along each path, one can show that the resulting d-norm generator corresponds to the nested Gumbel copula based on the same tree structure and that its stable tail dependence function can be obtained by applying (10) recursively at each nesting level of the tree.
The construction principle for hierarchical d-norm generators also allows us to construct the following two HEVCs.
Example 2.6 (Hierarchical Hüsler-Reiss copula)
For simplicity, consider the two-level case Root: 
It is immediate from Part 7) of Example 2.3 and by writing ε sj = W * s + W * sj that the resulting extreme-value distribution has the Hüsler-Reiss copula as underlying dependence structure. It is characterized by an overall dispersion matrix Σ whose entries are given by
Hence, in this case, the underlying hierarchical d-norm generator results in a hierarchical structure of the covariance matrix Σ and the corresponding stable tail dependence function is of the same form. It is straightforward to verify that this hierarchical structure allows to model stronger dependence within groups than between groups. This simple two-level example can easily be generalized to trees with arbitrary nesting levels, and it could be interesting for spatial modeling, where different homogeneous regions exhibit different extreme-value behaviors.
Example 2.7 (Hierarchical extremal t and Schlather copula) Example 2.6 can be adapted to a hierarchical extremal t model by replacing (11) by
where ν > 0 is the degrees of freedom and c ν is the same constant appearing in Part 6) of Example 2.3. For ν = 1, we obtain a hierarchical Schlather model.
Hierarchical Archimax copulas

Archimax copulas
According to Capéraà et al. (2000) and Charpentier et al. (2014) , a copula is an Archimax copula (AXC) if it admits the form
for an Archimedean generator ψ ∈ Ψ and a stable tail dependence function ; note that the form (12) in d dimensions was originally conjectured in Mesiar and Jágr (2013) . In what follows, we focus on the case where ψ is completely monotone. Since ψ(0) = 1, Bernstein's Theorem, see Bernstein (1928 ) or Feller (1971 , implies that ψ is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a distribution function F on the positive real line, that is,
is the frailty in the construction (which is independent of Y ). Note that, as a special case, if D is the independence copula, in other words ( (12) is an EVC with stable tail dependence function (compare with (1)) and U = Y , so C = D. Although not relevant for the remainder of this paper, but important for statistical applications, let us mention that, if it exists, the density of an AXC allows for a rather explicit form (derived in Proposition A.1) which makes computing the logarithmic density numerically feasible (see Proposition A.5).
Two ways of inducing hierarchies
There are two immediate ways to introduce a hierarchical structure on Archimax copulas following from (13), thus leading to hierarchical Archimax copulas (HAXCs): At the level of the EVC D through its stable tail dependence function (via d-norms) and at the level of the frailty V by using a sequence of dependent frailties instead of a single V . Since the former was addressed in Section 2, we now focus on the latter.
Let D be a d-dimensional EVC with stable tail dependence function as before. The stochastic representation (13) can be generalized by replacing the single frailty V by a sequence of dependent frailties. Their hierarchical structure and dependence is best described in terms of a concrete example. To this end, consider Figure 2 . The hierarchical frailties are shown as nodes and the corresponding (dependent) Exp(1) random variables as leaves. The frailty at each level is drawn from a distribution on the positive real line which
Figure 2 Tree representation of hierarchical frailties for the construction of a HAXC.
depends on the frailty from one level before: 
and the survival copula of this random vector is then the HAXC C. For the latter step one needs the marginal survival functions of this random vector which are typically not known explicitly. However, they are known under the so-called sufficient nesting condition which is based on certain Laplace-Stieltjes transforms involved and which is also utilized in the construction of nested Archimedean copulas (NACs); see, for example, Joe (1997 , pp. 87), McNeil (2008 or Hofert (2011) . To introduce these Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, it is convenient to have the construction principle of NACs in mind. The NAC corresponding to Figure 2 is given by C 0 u 1 , C 1 (u 2 , u 3 ), C 2 (u 4 , C 3 (u 5 , u 6 , u 7 )) , where C k is generated by the completely monotone generator ψ k , k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. For this case, the sufficient nesting condition requires the appearing nodes ψ
• ψ 3 in NAC to have completely monotone derivatives; see Hofert (2010) for examples and general results when this holds. This implies that the functions ψ kl (t; v) = exp −vψ
2) and (k, l) = (2, 3) are completely monotone generators for every v; see Feller (1971, p. 441 ). As such, by Bernstein's Theorem, they correspond to distribution functions on the positive real line. The important part now is that if the frailties V 0 , V 01 , V 02 and V 23 are chosen level-by-level such that
then, by following along the lines as described in Hofert (2012) , one can show that the corresponding HAXC has the stochastic representation
By comparison with (14), we see that if the distribution functions
) are chosen such that the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms ψ 0 , ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 (associated to V 0 , V 01 , V 02 , V 23 via the structure of a NAC) satisfy the sufficient nesting condition, then the marginal survival functions of (14) are not only known, but they are equal to ψ 0 , ψ 1 , ψ 2 , ψ 3 such that the resulting HAXC has a stochastic representation (see (15)) similar to that of a HAXC with single fraility (see (13)), just with different frailties.
Remark 3.1
1) Clearly, the stochastic representation of a HAXC based on hierarchical frailties as in (15) immediately allows for a sampling algorithm. The hierarchical frailties involved can easily be sampled in many cases, see Hofert (2010) or the R package copula of Hofert et al. (2005) for details.
2) Note that the stochastic representation of a HAXC constructed with hierarchical frailties equals that of a NAC, except for the fact that for the latter, the EVC D of (E 1 , . . . , E 7 ) is the independence copula.
3) The two types of constructing HAXCs presented here can also be mixed, one can use a HEVC and hierarchical frailties. Interestingly, the two types of hierarchies introduced this way do not have to coincide; see the following section for such an example.
The figures shown in the following examples can all be reproduced with the vignette HAXC of the R package copula. Figure 3 shows scatter-plot matrices of five-dimensional copula samples of size 1000 from the following models for U = (U 1 , . . . , U 5 ) ∼ C.
Example 3.2 (ACs vs AXCs vs NACs vs (different) HAXCs)
1) Top left: (Archimedean) Clayton copula with stochastic representation
where V ∼ Γ(1/θ, 1) for θ = 4/3 (the frailty is gamma distributed) and E 1 , . . . , E 5 ind.
∼ Exp(1); see also (2). The copula parameter is chosen such that Kendall's tau equals 0.4.
2) Top right: AXC based on Clayton's family with gamma frailties recycled from the top left plot and stochastic representation as in (16) 3) Middle left: NAC based on Clayton's family with hierarchical frailties such that two sectors of sizes 2 and 3 result, respectively, with parameters (θ 0 , θ 1 , θ 2 ) chosen such that Kendall's tau equals 0.2 between the two sectors, 0.4 within the first sector and 0.6 within the second sector. A stochastic representation for this copula is given by
where V 0 ∼ Γ(2) and Hofert (2011, Theorem 3.6 ) for more details) and E 1 , . . . , E 5 ind.
∼ Exp(1).
4) Middle right: HAXC based on Clayton's family with hierarchical frailties recycled from the middle left plot and stochastic representation as in (17) where (E 1 , . . . , E 5 . . . , Y 5 ) having a Gumbel EVC (realizations recycled from the top right plot). Note that the hierarchical structure is only induced by the frailties in this case.
5) Bottom left: HAXC based on Clayton's family with hierarchical frailties recycled from the middle left plot and stochastic representation
) having a nested Gumbel EVC (with sector sizes 2 and 3 and parameters such that Kendall's tau equals 0.2 between the two sectors, 0.5 within the first sector and 0.7 within the second sector). Note that the hierarchical structure is induced both at the level of the frailties and at the level of the EVC in this case, and that the hierarchical structure (sectors, sector dimensions) is the same.
6) Bottom right: HAXC as in the bottom left plot (realizations recycled) with stochastic representation
Note that the hierarchical structure for the frailties (sector sizes 3 and 2, respectively) and for the nested Gumbel EVC (sector sizes 2 and 3, respectively) differ in this case.
Example 3.3 (EVCs vs HEVCs vs (different) HAXCs)
Similar to Figure 3 , Figure 4 shows scatter-plot matrices of five-dimensional copula samples of size 1000 from the following models for U = (U 1 , . . . , U 5 ) ∼ C; for simulating from the extremal t EVC, we use the R package mev of Belzile et al. (2017) .
1) Top left: Extremal t EVC with ν = 3.5 degrees of freedom and homogeneous correlation matrix P with off-diagonal entries 0.7. Figure 3 Scatter-plot matrices of five-dimensional copula samples of size 1000 of a Clayton copula (top left), an AXC with Clayton frailties and Gumbel EVC (top right), a nested Clayton copula (middle left), a HAXC with hierarchical Clayton frailties and Gumbel EVC (middle right), a HAXC with hierarchical Clayton frailties and nested Gumbel EVC of the same hierarchical structure (bottom left) and a HAXC with hierarchical Clayton frailties and nested Gumbel EVC of different hierarchical structure (bottom right).
2) Top right: Extremal t HEVC with two sectors of sizes 2 and 3, respectively, such that the correlation matrix P has entries 0.2 for pairs belonging to different sectors, 0.5 for pairs belonging to the first sector and 0.7 for pairs belonging to the second sector. 6) Bottom right: HAXC as in the bottom left plot, but the hierarchical structures of the frailties (sector sizes 3 and 2, respectively) and of the HEVC (sector sizes 2 and 3, respectively) differ in this case.
Note that we can sample from a hierarchical Schlather model (special case of extremal t for ν = 1), a hierarchical Brown-Resnick model, and their corresponding HAXCs in a similar fashion.
Conclusion
We extended the class of AXCs to HAXCs. Hierarchies can take place in two forms, either separately or simultaneously. First, the EVC involved in the construction of AXCs can have a hierarchical structure. To this end we presented a new approach for constructing hierarchical stable tail dependence functions based on a connection between stable tail dependence functions and d-norms. Second, a hierarchical structure can be imposed at the level of frailties similarly as NACs arise from ACs. Even more flexible constructions can be obtained by choosing a different hierarchical structure for the HEVC and the hierarchical frailties in the construction. Since all presented constructions are based on stochastic representations, sampling is immediate; see also the presented examples and vignette. As a contribution to the literature on AXCs, we also derived a general formula for the density of AXCs and the computation of the corresponding logarithmic density. Furthermore, we briefly addressed the question when nested AXCs (NAXCs) can be constructed (either through nested stable tail dependence functions alone or, additionally, through hierarchical frailties). This is, in principle, possible, but there is currently only one family of examples known when all the assumptions involved are fulfilled. Further research is thus required to find out whether this is the only possible case for which NAXCs result. Figure 4 Scatter-plot matrices of five-dimensional copula samples of size 1000 of an extremal t EVC (top left), a hierarchical extremal t copula (a HEVC; top right), a HAXC with single Clayton frailty and extremal t HEVC (middle left), a HAXC with hierarchical Clayton frailties and extremal t EVC (middle right), a HAXC with hierarchical Clayton frailties and extremal t HEVC of the same hierarchical structure (bottom left) and a HAXC with hierarchical Clayton frailties and extremal t HEVC of different hierarchical structure (bottom right).
where the last equality holds since the derivatives of all of ψ −1 (u 1 ), . . . , ψ −1 (u d ) (from applying the chain rule) appear in each summand of the sum π∈Π:|π|=k and can thus be taken out of both summations.
As a quick check of Proposition A.1, we can recover the density of ACs and EVCs. 
Corollary A.3 (EVC density as special case)
For ψ(t) = exp(−t), t ≥ 0, the density of EVCs correctly follows from Proposition A.1 as one has
see, for example, Doyon (2013) or Castruccio et al. (2016) .
The following result provides the general form of the density of AXCs based on the stable tail dependence function of a Gumbel copula. 
Gumbel copula with parameter α ∈ (0, 1], the density c of an AXC is given by
where ( 
Since every index in {1, . . . , d} appears in precisely one B ∈ π,
Using the general form of the density as given in Proposition A.1 and x = ψ −1 (u) leads to the result as stated.
As we can see from Proposition A.1, the general form of the density of AXCs involves the (possibly high-order) derivatives ψ (k) and D B . The former are well know to be numerically non-trivial; see, for example, Hofert et al. (2012) or Hofert et al. (2013) . We therefore now address how the density of AXCs can be computed numerically. This is typically done by computing a proper logarithm (and then returning the exponential, but only if required), that is, a logarithm that is numerically more robust than just log c. As we will see, two nested proper logarithms can be used to evaluate the logarithmic density of AXCs, which is especially appealing.
Proposition A.5 (AXC logarithmic density evaluation)
If the respective partial derivatives of exist and are continuous, the logarithmic density log c of a d-dimensional AXC C is given by
where the notation is as in Proposition A.1 and
Proof. Let u ∈ (0, 1) d and note that
where the last equality follows from the fact that B∈π |B| = d and B∈π D B is taken over those π for which |π| = k, so B∈π 1 = k; note that, as before, |B| denotes the number of elements of B.
Since ψ has derivatives with alternating signs, (−1) k ψ (k) > 0 for all arguments; in particular, (−ψ −1 ) > 0, too. By Ressel (2013, Theorem 6) Taking the logarithm, the first product in c becomes d j=1 log((−ψ −1 ) (u j )) as in the claim. By using the definitions in the claim, the logarithm of the remaining sum can be written as
We thus obtain that the term in (18) equals
Putting the terms together, the logarithmic density has the form as in the claim.
A couple of remarks are in order here. First, note that due to the signs of the involved terms, one can apply an exp − log-trick twice (nested) for computing the logarithmic density of AXCs. The remaining logarithms of sums in the formula of the logarithmic density are typically numerically trivial, as all summands are bounded to lie in [0, 1]. More importantly, the nested exp − log-trick allows one to compute both (possibly high-order) derivatives ψ (k) and D B in logarithmic scale (see b ψ, k (u) and a ψ, ,k π (u), respectively); the non-logarithmic values are never used. This is numerically an important result as the logarithmic terms can typically be implemented efficiently themselves; for log((−1) k ψ (k) ) for well known Archimedean families see, for example, Hofert et al. (2012) , Hofert et al. (2013) or the R package copula of Hofert et al. (2005) .
B On nested Archimax copulas
We now briefly explore the question whether, in principle, HAXCs can also be nested copulas so nested Archimax copulas (NAXCs) , that is, whether there are HAXCs C with analytical form
Note that the only known nontrivial class of copulas for which such nesting can be done (under the sufficient nesting condition) is the class of nested Archimedean copulas. To this end, we make the following assumption.
Assumption B.1 (Nested EVCs)
A D as in Assumption B.1 is referred to as nested extreme-value copula (NEVC). The only known nontrivial copula family for which Assumption B.1 is known to hold is the nested Gumbel family (under the sufficient nesting condition). It thus remains an open question whether there are other families of EVCs or a general construction of NEVCs besides the Gumbel.
B.1 Based on nested extreme-value copulas or nested stable tail dependence functions
Our first result shows that Assumption B.1 is equivalent to the existence of a nested stable tail dependence function.
Lemma B.2 (Nesting correspondence)
An EVC D is a NEVC if and only if the stable tail dependence function of D is nested, that is,
Proof.
The following proposition is essentially a nested version of one of the two HAXC extensions suggested in Section 3.2 which, based on Assumption B.1 leads to nested AXCs (NAXCs) based on NEVCs or, equivalently, nested stable tail dependence functions; see Lemma B.2.
Proposition B.3 (NAXCs based on NEVCs or nested stable tail dependence functions)
Let D s , s ∈ {0, . . . , S}, be as in Assumption B.1 with respective stable tail dependence func-
where D is an EVC as in Assumption B.1. Then the copula C of
that is, C is an AXC with nested stable tail dependence function as given in (19).
. , e −V ψ −1 (u S ) )) = E(D V (e −ψ −1 (u 1 ) , . . . , e −ψ −1 (u S ) )) = E(exp −V (ψ −1 (u 1 ), . . . , ψ −1 (u S )) ) = ψ (ψ −1 (u 1 ), . . . , ψ −1 (u S ))
The claim immediately follows from Lemma B.2 by noting that D is nested as of Assumption B.1.
Corollary B.4 (Pairwise marginal copulas)
Under the setup of Proposition B.3 the bivariate marginal copulas of C satisfy C(u si , u tj ) = ψ( s (ψ −1 (u si ), ψ −1 (u sj ))), if t = s, ψ( 0 (ψ −1 (u si ), ψ −1 (u tj ))), otherwise.
Therefore, the bivariate marginal copulas of C are (possibly different) AXCs.
Proof. For a stable tail dependence function , one has that (x) = x j if all components except the jth of x are 0. 
B.2 Additionally nesting frailties
As in the second method for introducing hierarchies on AXCs presented in Section 3.2, we could, additionally, impose a hierarchical structure on the underlying (multiple) frailties. We focus on the two-level case with S different frailties. Assume, as before, the sufficient nesting condition to hold, that is, ψ s ∈ Ψ, s ∈ {0, . . . , S}, are Archimedean generators and, for all s ∈ {0, . . . , S}, the derivative of ψ 
Then the copula C of
is given by
where, for all s ∈ {0, . . . , S}, C s is Archimax with generator ψ s and stable tail dependence function s . 
Proof.
P(U
